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A version of KKM principle is considered together with its application to 
SupInfSup inequalities of von Neumann and of Ky Fan type. These inequalities 
which are respectively generalizations of von Neumann minimax theorem and 
minimax inequality of Ky Fan provide new light in obtaining either new results or 
new proofs for known results. il 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be nonempty sets. If to each point x of X is associated a 
subset Ax of Y, then A is called a set-valued map from X into Y and is 
indicated by 
A: x+ Y. 
In this paper set-valued maps are usually denoted by capital letters while 
single-valued maps are denoted by small letters. If X and Y are subsets of 
a real vector space and A: X-r Y is such that 
Conv {x, , . . . . x,} c ,II, AXi 
for each finite subset {xl, . . . . x,} of X, then A is called a KKM map. In the 
preceding defining statement ConvM denotes the convexhull of a subset M 
of a vector space and KKM refers to B. Knaster, K. Kuratowski, and 
S. Majurkiewicz in recognition of the following basic theorem they proved 
in [22]: 
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(1.1) THEOREM. Let S be a closed n-simplex with vertices vl, .,., v,. 
Suppose that to each vertex vi is associated a closed subset Fi of S, 
i = 0, . . . . n, in such a way that for all integers 0 < k, < . . . < ki < n, 0 <j < n, 
the following holds 
Conv{vk,, . .. . ok,> = u Fk,. 
i=O 
Then n~=,F,#@. 
We remark that if we let Aui= F,, then A is a KKM map from 
iv 0, . . . . vn} into S. 
Ky Fan later generalized Theorem ( 1.1) in the following Theorem (1.2) 
and applied it to many question of analysis [7-133. 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let S be a nonempty subset of a real Hausdorff 
topological vector space E and let F: S + E be a KKM map such that Fx is 
closed for all XE X and is compact for at least one x in S. Then 
fLESFXf0~ 
Theorem (1.1) is now usually refered to as KKM principle. 
Theorem (1.2) will be called Ky Fan’s version of KKM principle in this 
paper. 
In his now well-known result on minimax inequality [ 111 and many 
other works (e.g., [7-9, 12]), Ky Fan actually based his arguments mainly 
on the following special geometric consequence of his version of KKM 
principle: 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty convex compact subset of a real 
Hausdorff topological vector space and let A be a subset of C x C such that 
(i) (x, x) E A for each x in C. 
(ii) For each y~x, the set {xe C: (x, y) E A} is closed. 
(iii) For each x E X, the set {y E C : (x, y) $ A} is convex. 
Then there is x0 E X such that {x0 > x Cc A. 
We present here a version of KKM principle (Theorem (2.11)) and some 
of its useful consequences; and apply them to SupInfSup inequalities of 
von Neumann and of Ky Fan type arising respectively from von Neumann 
Minimax theorem of game theory and minimax inequality of Ky Fan. 
Many noteworthy generalizations and some new proofs of well-known 
results then follow from these two types of inequality, among them we may 
mention Corollaries (3.2) and (3.3), Theorems (3.6) (3.8), and (3.9). 
A special case of our version of KKM principle (Corollary (2.3)) 
contains both Theorem (1.3) and the following fixed point theorem of 
Browder [4]. 
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(1.4) THEOREM. Let C he a nonempty compact convex subset qf u t-d 
HausdoyfJ’ topological vector space and let A: C -+ C he such that 
(i) Ax is nonempty convex ,for euch x E C. 
(ii) The set (x E C: y E Ax} is open in C,for each J’E C. 
Then there exists x0 in C such that x0 E Ax,. 
Theorem (2.6) which is the geometric version of our generalization 
(Corollary (3.3)) of von NeumanSion minimax theorem [24] is a conse- 
quence of Corollary (2.5) which is slightly more general than Theorem 
(1.4), while Corollary (2.7) which we deduce from Theorem (2.6) is the 
geometric version of our SupInfSup inequality of von Neumann type 
(Theorem (3.1)). 
Our SupInfSup inequality of Ky Fan type (Theorem (3.5)) is actually an 
analytic reformulation of Theorem (2.1) just as minimax inequality of 
Ky Fan is an analytic form of Theorem (1.3). 
For various applications and generalizations of Theorem (1.2), see 
[2, 5-7, 10, 13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 231. 
2. A FORM OF KKM PRINCIPLE 
Let A, B: X+ Y, where X is a nonempty subset of a vector space 
(All vector spaces considered here are over real field). We say that A is 
trappable by B if there are x, , . . . . x, in X and x E Conv {x, , . . . . x,} such that 
Axe fi Bx,. 
i= 1 
If X and Y are each a nonempty subset of a vector space and A: X+ Y, 
B: Y + X, then A and B are said to be coexistent if there are x in X and 
y in Y such that 
x E ConvBy and y E ConvAx. 
For A: X+ Y, the set-valued maps A’: X+ Y and A-‘: Y + X are 
defined respectively by 
A’x= Y\Ax, x E x; 
A-‘y= {xEX:~EAX}, YE Y. 
Since it is obvious that (A’) - ’ = (A ~ I)‘, we denote this common map by 
A-‘for convenience; then (A-‘)-‘=(,-I)-‘=A’. 
We recall that if X and Y are topological spaces, then A: X + Y is said 
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to be upper semicontinuous if the set {x E X : Ax n F # a} is closed for 
each closed subset F of Y. 
The following theorem is a form of KKM principle we propose: 
(2.1) THEOREM. L,et X and Y be nonempty, of which X is compact convex 
in a Hausdorff topological vector space and Y is topological and let 
s, A: x-+ Y 
be such that 
(i) S is upper semicontinuous. 
(ii) Ax is closedfor each x in X. 
Then one of the following two statements holds: 
(I) There exists x0 E X such that 
AxnSx,#@ 
for all x E X. 
(II) S is trappable by A’. 
Proof Define F: X-B X by 
Fx={z~X:SznAx#@}, x E x. 
Since each Ax is closed and S is upper semicontinuous, each Fx is closed 
in X and hence is compact. If F is a KKM map, then, by Theorem (1.2), 
n XE x Fx # 12/, say it contains x0, then (I) holds. So suppose F is not a 
KKM map. Thus there are xi, . . . . x, in X and x E Conv {x,, . . . . x,} such 
that XE fly=, Fcxi, i.e., Sxc n;=, ACxi, hence (II) holds. QED. 
For convenience of wording, we will call convexhulls of finite subsets of 
vector spaces polytopes. Since a polytope is situated in a finite dimensional 
subspace of a vector space, we always endow it with the corresponding 
Euclidean topology. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a vector space 
and Y a nonempty compact space. Suppose that we are given s, G: X + Y 
such that 
(i) s is single valued and its restriction to any polytope in X is 
continuous. 
(ii) Gx is open for each x E X. 
(iii) G-‘y#(2( for each ye Y. 
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Tllen there is x0 E X such thut 
A-,, E Conv G ’ s(.vo). 
Proof: From (ii) and (iii) {Gx 1, e X is an open covering of Y, hence 
there are x,, . . . . x,, in X such that 
Yc ij Gx,. 
,=l 
Let Z be the polytope Conv {x1, . . . . x,} and consider 
S, A:Z+ Y, 
where 
sx = {s(x)}, XEZ; 
Ax = G”x. XEZ. 
Since the restriction of s to Z is continuous, S is upper semicontinuous. 
We may apply Theorem (2.1). Since firtZ Ax = Y\U,.,z Gx c 
r\lJ?, r Gxi = @, there is no x0 E Z such that 3(x,-,) EAX for all x in Z, 
hence Theorem (2.1) (I) does not hold. Therefore Theorem (2.1 )(II) holds. 
Hence there are z,, . . . . z, in Z and X~E Conv {z,, . . . . zm} such that 
s(xO) E fly= 1 A”z, = f-j:=, Gz,. This implies 
and hence 
Z~E G ~~ ’ 0 s(x(J, i = 1, . . . . m, 
x0 E Conv { zi , . . . . zm} c ConvG ~’ 0 $(x0). Q.E.D. 
(2.3) COROLLARY. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space and let A: C + C be such that Ax is 
closed for each x in C. Then one of the following two statements holds: 
(1) n..cAx+0. 
(II) There is x0 E C such that x,, E ConvA am(‘xi). 
ProoJ: Suppose that (I) does not hold, we are going to show that (II) 
holds. In Corollary (2.2), let X= Y= C, G = A’ and let s be the identity 
map of C; then conditions (i) and (ii) obviously hold. Condition (iii) also 
holds, for if GP’y, = 0 for some yOe Y, then (A’))’ y, = 0, i.e., yOe Ax 
for all x E C, contracting the assumption that (I) does not hold. By 
Corollary (2.2) there exists x0 in C such that x,~ConvG-lx,= 
ConvA -‘x0, hence (II) holds. Q.E.D. 
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A remark concerning Corollary (2.3) is now in order. Corollary (2.3) is 
actually Ky Fan’s version of KKM principle (Theorem (1.2)) in disguise. 
One only has to note that statement (II) in Corollary (2.3) is equivalent to 
A being not a KKM map. But this is a useful form, because it incorporates 
Theorems (1.3) and (1.4) into a single proposition. More precisely, we give 
the following two theorems which are generalizations of Theorems (1.3) 
and (1.4) respectively and each of which is part of Corollary (2.3). 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space and let A, B: C + C be such that 
(i) Bxc Ax for each x of C. 
(ii) Ax is closed for each x of C and BP‘y is convex for each y of C. 
(iii) x E Bx for all x of C. 
Then nxecAx#O. 
Proof From (iii) x 4 BP’x for all x of C. Since BP’x 3 A -“x for all x 
in C by (i) and since each B-“x is convex, we have 
for all x E C and hence statement (II) of Corollary (2.3) does not hold. It 
follows then from Corollary (2.3) that r)x.c Ax # 0. Q.E.D. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
Haudordoff topological vector space and let S: C + C be such that 
(i) Sx is nonempty for each x E X. 
(ii) S’y is open in C for each y E C. 
Then there exists x0 in C such that x0 E ConvSx,. 
Proof: Let A = S-“, then A-’ = S and Ax is closed for each x E X. We 
claim that r).YEC Ax = 0. From (i), for each z in C there is x E C such that 
z 4 S-“x = Ax; hence z $ n,, c Ax for each z of C, i.e., n,, c Ax = 0. We 
then infer from Corollary (2.3) that there exists x0 in C such that 
x0 E ConvA - ‘x0 = ConvSx,. Q.E.D. 
As an interesting application of Theorem (2.5), we now prove a theorem 
which is a generalization of our intersection theorem in [24], which is itself 
a slightly general form of an intersection theorem of Ky Fan [ 11, 
Theorem 1’1. We also note that a slightly less general form of the following 
theorem has been obtained by Ben-El-Mechaiekh, Deguire, and Granas 
[ 1, Corollaire 3.43. 
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(2.6) THEOREM. Let X he u nonempt~~ c0nve.x subset ofa vector space und 
Y a nonempty compact convex subset qf a HausdoQ’topological vector spuce 
und let A, B: X + Y he such thut 
(i) Ax is open in Y,for each x in X; A ‘JS # @ ,for 011 J’E Y. 
(ii) For each polytope Z in X, B ‘y n Z is open in Z for each y in 
Y; Bx # @ ,for all x E X. 
Then B and A ~ ’ are coexistent. 
ProofI From (i) (Ax},,~ is an open cover of Y in Y, hence there are 
x,, . . . . x, in X such that lJ?=, Ax,= Y, i.e., if we let Z be the polytope 
Conv {x1, . . . . x,}, then A-‘ynZ#@ for each ye Y. Define G:Zx Y+ 
Zx Y by G(x, y)=(B-‘ynZ)xAx for (x, y)~Zx Y, and let S=G-‘. By 
(i), (ii) and the fact that A- ‘y n Z # @ for each y E Y, S satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem (2.5) with C = Z x Y. Hence there exists (x,, yO) E Z x Y 
such that 
(x0, yo) E ConvS(x,, yd = ConvG--‘(x0, yd, 
).2 ;her;are (x,,y,), . . . . (x,,, y,) in Zx Y such that (x,,y;)~G- ‘(x,, yO), 
, .., > and h,~d E Conv{(x,,y,), . . . . (x,,Y,)}. Since (x,, yo) E 
G(x,, y,), i= 1, . . . . n, 
x0 E BP ‘yi, y, E Axi, i = 1, . . . . n, 
or 
yip Bxo, X~E A-‘y,, i= 1, . . . . n, 
from which we infer that 
y, E ConvBx, and x0 E ConvA-‘y,, 
because x0 E Conv {x,, . . . . x,} and y, E Conv { y, , . . . . y, >. This proves that 
B and A ~ ’ are coexistent. Q.E.D. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let X, Y be nonempty convex sets, each in a vector 
space and let F, G: X + Y satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For any polytope C in Y, Fx n C is closed in C for all x in X. 
(ii) For any potytope Z in X, G-‘y n Z is open in Z for ally E Y and 
Gx-# 0 for all x E X. 
(iii) G and F-’ are not coexistent. 
Then {Fx},,, has finite intersection property. 
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Proof Suppose the contrary, i.e., there are xi, . . . . x, in X such that 
nl= 1 Fxi= a. Then Uy= i Fx;= Y. Let Z= Conv {xi, . . . . x,} and define 
B: Y+Z by 
By=F-“ynZ, YE y; 
then 
(1) For any polytope C in Y, B-lx n C is open in C for all x E Z; 
and By#@ for all yE Y. 
Now let A: Y + Z be defined by 
Ay=G-‘ynZ, YE Y; 
Then 
(2) Ay is open in Z for each y E Y; and A ~ ix # 0 for all x E Z. 
From (1) and (2) we may apply Theorem (2.6) with X and Y replaced by 
Y and Z, respectively. Hence there are y, E Y and x0 E Z such that 
and 
x,, E ConvBy, = ConvFP’y, 
y,, E ConvA ~ ‘x0 = ConvGx,, 
hence G and F-” are coexistent. This contradicts (iii). Hence {Fx},,~ has 
finite intersection property. Q.E.D. 
3. SUPINFSUP INEQUALITIES OF VON NEUMANN AND OF KY FAN TYPE 
We first consider an application of Corollary (2.7) to obtain a SupInfSup 
inequality which will lead to a minimax theorem (Corollary (3.3)) gener- 
alizing our result in [24]. Since this inequality is formulated basically in 
the same framework as the original minimax theorems of von Neumann 
[25, 261, it will be called SupInfSup inequality of von Neumann type. For 
this purpose we will call a real function f defined on a nonempty convex 
subst M of a vector space quasiconvex (quasiconcave) at level 1 E R if the 
set {x E M: f(x) < A> ({x E M:f(x) > A}) is convex; and we will denote by 
P(X) the family of all nonempty finite subset of a set A’. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Suppose that we are given two nonempty convex sets X 
and Y, each in a vector space and two functions f, g: Xx Y + R. Let 
v = Sup Inf g(x, y), 
xex yeY 
D= {(x, y)~Xx Y:f(x,y)>o}. 
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Assume that ,f’ and g sati$j* the ,fbllobc?ng conditions: 
(i) For each x E X, J’ + f’(r, J) is lo,cw semicontinuous on twr\ 
pol?stope in Y; und for euch J’ E Y. x -,f‘(.x, J‘) is yuusiconcuw ut ull Iew~s 
I. > 1’. 
(ii) For euch ye Y, I -g(.r, I,) is upper semicontinuous on ever). 
polytope in X; and for each .Y E X, J’ + g(-x, ~1) is quasiconvex at ull levels 
2 > v. 
(iii) f(x, y) d g(x, y) for (x, y) E D. 
Then SupHEPcx, Inf,, y Su~~~~.f’(x, Y) d Sup,,, Inf, E y g(x, Y) = c 
Proof: If t‘= + 00, then D = Iz, and the theorem is obviously true. 
Hence we may assume that v < + m. 
Now let J. > v be fixed and detine F, G: X+ Y by 
Fx= (ye Y:f(x, y)bi,), x E x; 
Gx= (ye Y:g(x,y)<i}, x E x. 
From Conditions (i) and (ii) and the fact 1. > v, we easily verify that condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) in Corollary (2.7) hold; furthermore Gx and F-‘y = 
{x E X:f(x, y) > A} are convex for each x E X and each y E Y. We claim 
that condition (iii) of Corollary (2.7) also holds. Suppose there are x0 E X 
and y, E Y such that 
x0 E ConvF”y, = F- ‘yO and y, E ConvGx, = Gx,, 
hencef(x,, yO) > i and g(x,, yO) < i. This contradicts condition (iii) of the 
theorem because (x0, yO) is obviously in D. Hence all the conditions of 
Corollary (2.7) hold. Thus {Fx},,, has finite intersections property, i.e., 
for any HE P(X), there is y E Y such that y E n,, H Fx. For this y, 
f(x, y) 6 1, for x E H. From this we infer that 
Inf Supf(x, y) d i.. 
JEY reff 
But H is arbitrary from P(X), hence 
Sup Inf Supf(x, y) d 1. 
HtP(X) 16 Y rtH 
Since the above inequality holds for any 3. > v, we simply let A decrease to 
v to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
Since 
Sup Inf f(x, y) = Sup Sup Inf f(x, y) d Sup Inf Sup f(x, y), 
X6X .“EY HEP(X) XEH VEY HEP(X) FEY xtH 
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we have 
Sup Inf f(x,y)< Sup Inf Supf(x,y)6Sup Inf g(x,y), 
x E x 1’ t Y HEP(X) L.EY xtH .XEX L’EY 
from which we obtain the following corollary. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let X, Y be nonempty convex sets, each in a vector 
space, andf: Xx Y + R be given. Let v = Sup, E x Inf,, y f (x, y). Assume that 
f satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) For each x E X, y -+ f (x, y) is lower semicontinuous on every 
polytope in Y and is quasiconvex at all levels 1> v. 
(ii) For each y E Y, x-f (x, y) is upper semicontinuous on every 
polytope in X and is quasiconcave at all levels A> v. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let X, Y; A g be as in Theorem (3.1) and satisfy all 
the conditions there, except that we assume that Y is compact convex in a 
Hausdorff topological vector space and the first part of condition (i) is 
replaced by “For each x E X, y + f (x, y) is lower semicontinuous on Y.” Then 
Min.” E y SUP, E xf (4 Y) G SUP,, x Inf,. E y g(x, Y 1. 
The corollary follows from the following lemma. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let X, Y be nonempty convex sets, of which Y is compact 
in a Hausdorff topological vector space. Suppose j XX Y + R is such 
that y -+f(x, y) is lower semicontinuous for each XE X. Then 
SupHEPCxj Inf,, y SuP.~.Hf(x,~)=Min,.ySup,.xf(x,~). 
Proof: Obviously SUP,, PcxJ Inf, E y Sup, t nf (x, Y) G Min.“, y SUP,, x 
f (x, y). Now let A < Min,, y Sup,, xf (x, y). For each x E X consider the set 
Tx={yEY:f(x,y)>~).EachTxisopeninYandY=U,,,Tx.SinceY 
is compact there are xi, . . . . x, in X such that Y= U:=, TX,, i.e., if we let 
HO = (x1, . . . . x, > then Sup,, HO f (x, y) > 2 for each y E Y. Hence 
Id Sup f (x, y) 2 1, 
ycY xc& 
and consequently 
Sup Inf Sup f (x, y) 2 II. 
HEP(X) ycY XEH 
By letting 1 increase to Min, E y Sup,, x f (x, y), we obtain 
Sup Inf Sup f (x, y) 2 Min Sup f (x, y). 
HEP(X) .“EY xtH YEY xtx 
Q.E.D. 
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We note that Corollary (3.3) can also be proved directly by using 
Theorem (2.6), just as Theorem (3.1) is proved by using Corollary (2.7). 
When ,f=g in Corollary (3.3) we obtain Sion’s version of von Neumann 
minimax Theorem [27] under weaker condition concerning upper semi- 
continuity of the functions x +,f‘(x, y). 
Corollary (3.3) is slightly more general than our result in [24], where as 
far as we know minimax inequalities involving two functions were first 
considered. For possible applications of such inequalities we refer to [24]. 
Corollaries (3.2) and (3.3) can also be formulated with four functions 
instead of two as Ben-El-Mechaiekh, Deguire, and Granas did in [ 11. 
We turn now to SupInlSup inequality of Ky Fan type which has its 
genesis in Ky Fan’s minimax inequality [ 133. 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space and Y a topological space. Suppose that 
S: X + Y is upper semicontinuous and f, g: Xx Y + R are functions satis- 
fying the following conditions: 
(i) y -f (x, y) is upper semicontinuous on Y for each x E X. 
(ii) x + g(x, y) is quasiconvex on X at all levels < v = Inf,, X Sup,, TV 
g(x, Y 1. 
(iii) Ax, .v)bf(x, y) on D= {(x, Y)EXX Y:f(x, y)<v}. 
Then 
(1) InfLEx Sup,, s, g(4 Y) G Supz, x WE x Sup,“, s,f (x5 ~1. 
(II) If further Sx is compact for each x E X, then there exists x0 E X 
such that 
Inf Sup g(x, y) d Inf Sup f(x, y). 
xcx yes, JEX .v=ssxg 
Proof If v = -CO, then D = 121 and the theorem holds trivially. So we 
assume that u > - co. Let A < v be fixed, define A, B: X + Y by 
Ax= {YE Y:f(x, y)>A}, XEX; 
Bx= {YE Y:g(x, y)d;l}, x E x. 
By (i) Ax is closed in Y for each XE X. We claim that S is not trappable 
by A’. If there are x,, . . . . x, in X and x E Conv (x1, . . . . x,) such that 
Sx c nl= 1 ACxi, then from (iii) we have 
Sx c A”xi c Bcxi, i=l n, > ...? 
and hence Sx n (u:= i Bx,) = a. But from (ii) one verifies easily that 
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Bx c lJ;= i Bxi and hence Sxr)Bx= 0, which contradicts the fact that 
A< u. It follows then from Theorem (2.1) that there is x0 in X such that 
Sx,nAx#@ 
for all x E X. This means A d Inf, E x Sup,, sXO f(x, y), and hence 
~dSwz.xInfx.x Sup,, sz f(x, y). We prove (I) by letting II increase to u. 
If Sx is compact for each x E X, then Inf,, X Supy csz f(x, JJ) is an 
upper semicontinuous function of z, hence there is X~E X such that 
I& E x S~~~.~,~f(x,y)=Su~,.,Inf,.,Sup,.,;f(x,y).Thisproves (II). 
Q.E.D. 
When XC Y, Sx = {x} and g <f on Xx Y, we obtain from Theorem 
(3.5) dual formulation of a result of Yen [28]; furthermore if f=g, we 
arrive at the dual form of the minimax inequality of Ky Fan [ 131. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let X, Y be nonempty convex sets, each in a Hausdorff 
topological vector space, of which X is compact, and let S: X + Y be upper 
semicontinuous with Sx being compact convex for each x E A’. Suppose that 
f: Xx Y + [w satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) y +f (x, y) is upper semicontinuous and quasiconcave on Y for 
each x E X, 
(ii) x + f (x, y) is lower semicontinuous and quasiconvex on Xfor each 
ye Y. 
Then 
(I) There is X,,E X such that 
Inf Sup f (x, y) < Inf Sup f (x, y) = Sup Inf f (x, y). 
xex yes, xcx yESq yESXO xex 
(II) There is x0 E X and yO E Sx, such that 
Id Sup f (x, y) < Min f (x, yd 
xcx yeSr X6X 
Proof Since (II) follows readily from (I), we only have to prove (I). 
But (I) follows from statement (II) of Theorem (3.5) and minimax theorem 
of Sion [27] (See the remarks after the proof of Lemma (3.4)). Q.E.D. 
Statement (I) in Theorem (3.6) has an obvious game-theoretic inter- 
pretation concerning two players not on equal footing; we leave this inter- 
pretation to the readers. On the other hand Statement (II) is actually of the 
nature of a Walras excess demand theorem in mathematical economics; 
this statement is easily seen to be equivalent to a Walras excess demand 
theorem proved by Granas and Liu [ 17, Theorem 13.11. 
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The following special case of Theorem (3.5) was already given in [ 17, 
Corollary (7.2)] under slightly stronger conditions. 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let X he u nonempty compact sonves .suhset of u 
Huusdorff topological vector space, Y a topological space, s: X--+ Y u 
continuous single-valued map, and let ,f g: Xx Y + R satisfy the ,follobcing 
conditions: 
(i) v -+ f (x, y) is upper semicontinuous on Y for each x E X. _ 
(ii) x -g(x, ~1) is quasiconvex on X at all levels <v= 
Inf rEXgb3 s(x)). 
(iii) g(x,y)df(x,y) on D={(x,y)~Xx Y:f(x,y)<v}. 
Then there is x0 E X such that 
Inf dx, .dx))Gf(x, ~G.J) 
TEX 
for all x E X. 
As an interesting application of Corollary (3.7), we show that the 
following theorem of Browder in [3] concerning variational inequality 
follows directly from it. 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let X be a compact convex subset of the locally convex 
topological vector space E, t a continuous single-valued map from X into the 
topological dual E* of E. Then there exists x0 E X such that 
(th), x0-x) 20 
for all x in X, where ( , ) is the duality pairing between E* and E and the 
topology on E* is the strong topology relative to this pairing. 
Proof Let Y=Xx E*; and let s: X + Y, f: Xx Y + [w be defined by 
s(x)= (4 t(x)), x E x; 
fb, (z, z*11= <z*, z--x>, x, z E X, z* E E*. 
Since X is compact, it is bounded and hence (z, z*) +f(x, (z, z*)) is 
continuous on Xx E* for each x E X. We may apply Corollary (3.7) with 
f = g, hence there is x,, E X such that 
for all x in X. Q.E.D. 
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At this point it would be interesting to prove the following theorem of 
Browder [4] of variational inequality for set-valued maps by combining 
the method of the proof of Theorem (3.8) and that of Theorem (3.6). 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex topological vector space E, with its topological dual E* being 
equipped with the strong topology relative to the pairing ( ., . ) between E* 
and E, and let T: X + E* be upper semicontinuous with TX being nonempty 
compact convex for all x E X. Then there is x0 E X and y, E TX, such that 
(Yo, x0-x) 30 
for all x E X. 
Proof: Let Y= Xx E*; and let 5’: X+ Y,f: Xx Y-+ R’ be defined by 
Sx= {x} x TX, XEX; 
f(x,(z,Z*))=(Z*,Z--X), x, z E X, z* E E*. 
We may apply Theorem (3.5)(11) with g=f: Thus there is X~E X such that 
0= Inf Sup (z*,x-x)d Inf Sup (z*,xO-x) 
xtX ;*tTr xtX Z*E T.r,, 
= Sup Inf (z*, x0-x), 
Z’ETXJCO xtx 
where the last equality follows from von Neumann minimax theorem. Since 
there is y, E TX, such that 
Inf (yo,x,-x)= Sup Inf (z*,xo-x), 
xex ;*tTxg xeX 
the proof is complete. 
4. REMARKS 
Q.E.D. 
We conclude this paper with some remarks. 
(1) Theorem (2.6) is actually an analog of a matching theorem of 
Ky Fan [ 14, Theorem 33, for the fact that B and A -’ are coexistent is 
equivalent to the existence of x,, . . . . x, in X and y,, . . . . y, in Y such that 
4091155/2-IO 
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(j AyinCOnV{y,, . . ..Vm> #a. 
r=l 
Thus Theorem (2.6) is a matching theorem for the mappings A and B ‘. 
(2) If we denote by k(X) the family of all nonempty compact convex 
subsets of A’, then under the same conditions as in Theorem (3.1) except 
that we assume x --+ g(x, y) is upper semicontinuous for each y E Y we have 
Sup Inf Sup f(x, y) d Sup Inf g(x, y); 
KEk(X) pe Y xeK XGK VEY 
furthermore if f= g, then 
Sup Inf Sup f(x, y) = Sup Inf f(x, y). 
KEk(X) yeY XsK xcx ycy 
These follow from the following sequences of inequalities, of which the first 
is a consequence of the dual form of Corollary (3.3) for each K E k(X) and 
the second always holds: 
Inf Sup f(x, y) < Sup Inf g(x, y) Q Sup Inf g(x, y); 
ysY xeK xsK yaY X6X ysY 
Sup Inf Sup f(x, y) B Sup Sup Inf f(x, v) = Sup Inf f(x, y). 
Kek(X) ycY XEK KG/~(X) XEK KEY xex yeY 
Here we should mention a similar result of Ha [ 19, Theorem 43 under 
different conditions. 
(3) Theorem (2.1) can be formulated more generally by using 
Ky Fan’s generalization of his version of KKM principle [ 14, Theorem 41 
as follows: 
Let X and Y be nonempty sets, of which X is convex in a Hausdorff 
topological vector space and Y is topological and let S, A: X+ Y be such 
that 
(i) S is upper semicontinuous 
(ii) Ax is closed in Y for each x in X. 
(iii) There is a nonempty subset Z of X contained in a compact 
convex subset of X such that the set 
{zeX:SznAx#@VxEZ) 
is compact. 
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Then one of the following two statements holds: 
(I) There exists x0 E X such that 
AxnSx,#/ZI 
for all x in X. 
(II) S is trappable by A”. 
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